5 Steps To Restoring Health Protocol: Helping Those Who Haven't Been Helped With Lyme Disease, Thyroid Problems, Adrenal Fatigue, Heavy Metal Toxicity, Digestive Issues, And More!
After seeing his wife’s health deteriorate, Dr. Jay Davidson went on a search for the answers her doctors just could not find. His research led him to the techniques that he now employs in his 5-step plan. Not only did his wife’s health rebound, but Dr. Davidson personally began following this plan as well. Even though he was relatively healthy, he saw great results. This showed him that anyone could benefit from his plan. After hundreds of his patients achieved their wellness goals using his techniques, he knew he had to share them with a larger audience. Of the success that he has seen in his clients as they incorporate his protocol into their treatment plan, Dr. Jay Davidson said, “The message is simple: no matter what your past is like or current circumstances are, there is hope. You can make a massive transformation in your life for the better.” His 5 Steps to Restoring Health Protocol is simple: (1) identify the problems, (2) drain the junk from your body, (3) eliminate pathogens, (4) rebuild your body’s tissues and pathways, and then (5) finally remove the heavy metals, biotoxins, and persistent organic pollutants (POPs) that have ravaged your system.

Customer Reviews

I have been chronically ill for over 35 years, this is the first place where all the answers seem to be. I am so thankful for Dr. Jay Davidson and his wife Dr. Heather Davidson and all the staff at his medical office. When I read this and go to that office, I feel hope. I feel like the answers are finally there, the ones I was looking for, like Dr. Jay says in his book. I knew they were there, with God’s
help I found them through Dr. Jay and Dr. Nick and Dr. Heather. I was getting too exhausted to look any more, and now after a year of listening to them, my energy is starting to come back along with mind clarity. I would recommend this book to everybody as well as using them as your primary doctor. They know what they are talking about, I know, I've spent 35 years looking for the right doctors. Trust them, they are the real deal !!!!!!

Dr. Jay Davidson’s holistic/homeopathic approach to healing and wellness has literally saved my life!!! Dr. Jay is my personal health & detox coach. I have overcome life threatening lyme’s disease & severe heavy metal toxicity with his personal guidance and detailed protocols. His book is extremely well written and full of modern knowledge on how to heal and optimize your health to a pure vibrant life!! Bravo Dr. Jay ... SAVING LIVES!!!

Having read the book, it now sits on my reference shelf to be turned to again and again. I was able to use it without any professional or technical background and it is organized in a way that is easy to follow as well as easy to use for specific questions. The endnotes are extensive and useful for further reference.

Excellent resource, a must-have tool for optimal health and healing. Dr. Jay is current, progressive and leading the charge in natural health for the complex case. Don’t hesitate to add this to your library!

This is a very readable book that provides valuable information about how to achieve optimal health. There is practical instruction on proper testing to find the cause of disease, and then what steps you can take to regain your health. And the best thing is, this works!

I’m so grateful to Dr. Davidson for this book. What a breath of fresh air!! This is PERFECT for those who have been told by their doctors that there is nothing wrong with them, and have been given no answers. Reading this book gives not only concrete action steps toward getting your health back, but HOPE! Do yourself a favor, download this book.

This is a good book that helps you with getting to feel better, guide to better health. It goes into detail about the different toxic metals and gives you steps about how you can change and get better and more healthy.
Dr Jay keeps the difficult simple. His style of practice is awesome, I hope other dr.'s get on board as Dr. Jay is and start getting to the core of the problem vs. masking the symptoms. Thank You Dr. Jay for bringing Hope back!
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